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Abstract 

At elevated temperatures, heavy liquid metals and their alloys are known to create a highly 

corrosive environment that causes irreversible degradation of most iron-based materials. It has 

been found that an appropriate concentration of oxygen in the liquid alloy can significantly 

reduce this issue by creating a passivating oxide scale that controls diffusion, especially if Al is 

present in Fe-based materials (by Al-oxide formation). However, the increase of the temperature 

and of oxygen content in liquid phase leads to the increase of oxygen diffusion into bulk, and to 

promotion of the internal Al oxidation. This can cause a strain in bulk near the oxide layer, due 

either to mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients of the oxides and bulk material, 

or to misfit of the crystal lattices (bulk vs. oxides). This work investigates the strain induced into 

proximal bulk of a Fe-Cr-Al alloy by oxide layers formation in liquid lead-bismuth eutectic 
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utilizing synchrotron X-ray Laue microdiffraction. It is found that internal oxidation is the most 

likely cause for the strain in the metal rather than thermal expansion mismatch as a two-layer 

problem.

1. Introduction

Lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE: 44.5 wt% Pb, 55.5 wt% Bi) is an attractive alloy for use as

a fluid in heat storage and transport applications in nuclear and solar power generating systems 

[1-4], due to its reduced melting point (123.5 oC), low viscosity, low reactivity, high thermal 

conductivity and proper neutron yield [6-8]. In high power density systems, just as in nuclear 

power and concentrated solar power systems are, an efficient and nonreactive heat transfer fluid 

is an essential component. The limiting factors of thermal efficiency are the temperature at which 

heat enters the engine and temperature of the environment where the heat is exhausted. In order 

to achieve high thermal efficiency in these fluids, it is necessary to maintain the temperature 

difference in the system, between the ‘cold leg’ (heat uptake) and ‘hot leg’ (heat delivery), at the 

maximum possible. Since the minimum temperature in the system is limited by the melting point 

of LBE, it is necessary to increase the hot-leg temperature as much as possible. However, a 

major drawback in using liquid LBE at high temperatures elevation is the increasing solubility of 

many chemical elements [3, 11, 13-16] and the potential for liquid-metal-assisted corrosion 

(LME) of the structural materials in contact with LBE [5, 11-14]. Besides the above mentioned 

phenomena, applying stress to the unprotected solid metals exposed to liquid metals, the former 

may experience liquid metal embrittlement (LME), characterized by premature brittle failure, 

depending on various parameters [72, 73]. At lower and higher temperatures, LME is less of an 

issue, leading to a temperature interval (“ductility trough”) wherein the material is susceptible to 

LME (typically in 300 – 450 C range, for ferritic and ferritic-martensitic alloys) [74-76]. These 
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issues can be mitigated or reduced by adding an appropriate amount of oxygen into liquid LBE 

and keeping control of the oxygen concentration in order to form a protective oxide layer or 

layers on or near the structural material surface [3, 17-19]. The oxidation of the elements from 

liquid and solid phase depends on temperature, oxygen concentration and chemical potential 

(Gibbs free energy change, ΔG) of oxidation. This is represented by the Ellingham diagram, 

which enables visualization of whether the oxidation of a particular element is 

thermodynamically possible or not at certain predefined conditions. This mechanism leads to the 

use of structural alloys which should contain strong oxide formers with stable and diffusion-

limiting oxides. 

A significant number of studies on the formation of oxide layers in LBE at temperatures 

above 450 0C have been performed on a variety of different steels, leading to theoretical models 

of oxide formation proposed [20-26]. Austenitic (Fe-Cr-Ni) steels cannot be used at temperatures 

> 550 0C because of the high solubility (S) of nickel in lead and bismuth at these temperatures 

(log SNi = 1.53 – 873/T, for 673 < T < 1173 K) [28]. Therefore ferritic, ferritic-martensitic (F/M) 

and oxide dispersion-strengthened (ODS) alloys are better candidates for such applications. It 

has been shown that the addition of aluminum to the Fe-based ferritic materials is beneficial in 

preventing corrosion attack and severe oxidation, by forming an Al-rich oxide layer [29-34]. A 

thin but adherent Al2O3 oxide layer provides an effective diffusion barrier for Fe, Cr, Pb and Bi 

and protect the steel from heavy liquid metal attack [33-35]. 4-7 wt% of Al in addition to 12.5-17 

wt% Cr are found to be sufficient to form an alumina layer in ferritic Fe-Cr-Al alloys at 400-750 

oC, while lower Al concentrations (as well as higher Al if there is ≤ 10 wt% Cr) lead to the 

formation of Fe- based spinel-type oxides, Fe3-x-yCrxAlyO4 , both in air and Pb/LBE [33, 34, 36]. 

Generally, the higher the Cr content present, the lower the Al content that is acceptable. Fe-Cr-Al 
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alloys display a so-called ‘third element effect’ (TEE), where Cr (having an oxygen affinity 

intermediate between those of Fe and Al) is supposed to induce a transition between the internal 

and external oxidation of Al on ternary alloys under lower Al levels than for binary Fe-Al alloys 

[37-39]. The grown alumina scales are transient polymorphs that gradually transform into stable 

alumina [40] implying a volumetric change of ~14% in transformation from γ-Al2O3 into α-

Al2O3 [41]. Spinel oxides have low thermal conductivity, while magnetite (Fe3O4) is reported to 

tend to spall off [37, 42]. Spalling is reported also for Al2O3 protective scales [19, 33, 34, 36 and 

43]. 

While the oxide layers themselves have been subject to numerous studies, the interaction 

between the oxide layer and the substrate alloy has received only limited attention. In case of 

high temperatures and higher oxygen concentrations in LBE, the diffusion of oxygen through the 

oxide layers and into the steel bulk can become significant and lead to internal oxidation of Al, 

particularly along the grain boundaries [44]. Strain generation in the oxide and in near-oxide 

bulk due to the mismatch between the crystal structures of the oxides in scale and of the bulk has 

been reported previously [45, 47]. This mismatch might be one of the reasons for the oxide 

scales failure (breaking, spalling) that leads to the uncontrolled material dissolution/loss. The 

influence of Cr content on the microstructure and interfacial adhesion of the oxide scale formed 

on steel alloys has been investigated [46] and it was found that the Cr-oxide layers survived up to 

5% of the tensile strain, while the Cr content in oxide phase determines the adhesion strength of 

the scales. In addition, the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the oxides and the 

bulk might also contribute to the oxide spalling, in cooling at the end of heat transfer systems 

operation. Abad et al. investigated the binding strength between the oxide layers and metals by 

using small scale mechanical testing [42], but the strain in the metal upon cooling of oxidized 
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samples has not been evaluated. It may be responsible for breaking and spalling of oxide layers 

especially if thermal cycling (as in solar thermal applications) is considered [47-51]. Therefore, 

the crystal lattice misfit and the thermal expansion mismatch are complimentary features and can 

both contribute to the oxide scales failure. The intention of this study is to examine what 

mechanism might be the most dominant one in Fe-Cr-Al alloy, at the upper limit (“hot-leg”) 

temperature of 8000C. In the study, we evaluate the micro-strain and distribution of plastic 

deformation near the steel-oxide interface in a Fe-Cr-Al alloy by using synchrotron X-ray Laue 

microdiffraction (μXRD). This proved to be an efficient method for correlation of mechanical 

properties with local structure at micron scale [52-57]. 

2. Experimental

Alkrothal 720 (ALK), a ferritic iron-chromium-aluminum BCC alloy with high thermal

and corrosion resistivity (lattice constant a = (2.866 ± 0.001) Å, and composition provided by the 

vendor (Sandvik) [71]: 12-14% Cr, 4.0% Al (nominal), 0.7% Mn (max.), 0.7% Si (max.), 0.25% 

Ti (max.), and 0.08% C (max.) by weight with the balance of Fe), was exposed to liquid LBE at 

(800 ±5) 0C for (360 ±1) h in an in-house designed experimental setup in controlled oxygen 

atmosphere (~ (5.0 ± 0.5)×10-6 wt% oxygen in LBE, monitored by oxygen sensor), according to 

the test procedure described in previous work [19]. 8000C was chosen as a projected upper-limit 

operational temperature (beyond the temperatures previously used in LBE studies) for achieving 

better thermal efficiency. 360 h is a half month (15 days) period, which was the maximum 

permitted by the extent of the entire test matrix used in our wider research. Oxygen concentration 

was chosen based on the Ellingham’s diagram as a near-minimum value needed for Fe-, Cr- and 

Al- oxides formation while disabling oxidation of lead and bismuth. After the corrosion test, the 

sample was extracted from the liquid LBE (before solidification, at ~ 200 oC) while the test 
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system was cooling down to room temperature, mounted in epoxy resin and subsequently cut in 

cross-section in the epoxy after ~ 12 h (time for epoxy resin to harden). This procedure ensures 

that the oxide layers are preserved as they appear on the material. Cross-sectioned ALK sample 

was polished first down to 1200 grid by SiC paper followed by diamond suspension and 0.3 μm 

Al2O3 solution (given in detail in ref. [19]), then analyzed by Quanta 3D field emission gun 

(FEG) scanning electron microscope equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer 

“Oxford instruments”, ~ 15 hours after the end of the corrosion test. 

Laue μXRD measurements were carried out ~ 23 h after the end of corrosion test, on 

Beamline 12.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

[55]. A schematic of the Laue diffraction setup and the details are given in Ref. [56]. The sample 

was mounted on a high resolution x–y scanning stage with its polished cross-section facing up, at 

a 45o tilt angle relative to the incident X-ray beam. Prior to XRD scan, a fast X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) scan was conducted using a Si drift detector to position the sample edge (to ensure that all 

diffraction scans cover the desired region) and detect the expected elements in the scanned 

region. A polychromatic X-ray beam (5–24 keV) was focused by a pair of Kirkpatrick–Baez 

(KB) mirrors to ~ 1 × 1 µm2 at the full width half maximum of the beam. Measurements were 

conducted in the near-surface region that includes the oxide layer over a 100 × 50 µm2 area, as 

shown in Figure 1a.  

The diffraction scanning step size was 1 μm, and a Laue pattern was recorded at each step with 1 

s exposure time using an area DECTRIS Pilatus 1M detector which was placed about 140 mm 

away from the X-ray focal point at 90o with respect to the incoming beam. The diffraction 

geometrical parameters including sample-to-detector distance, center channel position and tilt of 

the detector were calibrated by indexing a Laue diffraction pattern taken from a strain free sharp 
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diffraction pattern within the sample far from the interface of the specimen using an in-house 

developed software XMAS [57]. Then all the 5000 recorded Laue patterns were automatically 

indexed using XMAS to obtain the crystal orientation and lattice strain at each scanning position. 

This technique provides high resolution of both crystal orientation (0.01o) [58] and of deviatoric 

strain (~10-4) [59], while the defect type and density distribution in the scan area can also be 

revealed from the shape of the diffraction peaks [60-61].  

3. Results

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS)

analysis revealed a complex, multi-layer structure of oxide scale (Figure 1 b-c) of a total 

thickness of 10-15 μm. Closest to the steel, a layer consisting of mostly Al-oxide (~5 μm) has 

been detected, followed by a Fe-Cr(-Al)-oxide (~6 μm), and then another one mostly-Al-oxide 

layer (~4 μm) closest (next) to the LBE (Fig. 1c). Localized discontinuities in the inner Al-oxide 

layer have been found, as well as the traces of Pb and Bi within the outer Al-oxide (the latter 

contributing to the difference in contrast observed in the SEM images, as in Fig. 1b). 

Two maps of 50 × 100 pixels are generated from the μXRD patterns, as described 

elsewhere [55]: recorded intensity map (RIM) and filtered intensity map (FIM). In the RIM, four 

different zones are visible (Figure 2a): besides the epoxy-holder region which is the lowest-

intensity one, the next lowest intensity one is the low-ordered (phase-transformed) region that 

corresponds to the oxide phase grown atop the steel surface (10-15 μm, in the center), while to 

the right is the zone of Pb-Bi residues (~ 25 μm) above the oxide scale (with structural elements 

dissolved in it) and furthest one is zone of epoxy, while to the left is the best-ordered (the 

brightest zone), the bulk steel crystal. The FIM image (Figure 2b) is obtained by adding a filter 

of four times of the average intensity of each pattern to qualitatively map the defect density and 
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grain boundaries, so the bulk Fe-Cr-Al steel substrate, which is almost a single crystal, is visible, 

while the rest (phase-transformed zones of oxide and solidified Pb-Bi residues) is mostly dark on 

the image, with only traces from LBE residues still remaining a bit lighter in the dark 

background. Comparing the two intensity maps as shown in Figures 2a and 2b (FIM and RIM), 

allows to clearly distinguish between the steel, the oxide and the LBE zones (phases).  

After filtering (≥ 6 peaks indexed), the crystal orientation at all scanning positions of the 

remained area relative to the arbitrarily chosen [001] direction has been obtained. A slight 

variation (deviation) of up to 0.2o in orientation of the segments of the steel crystal has been 

found close to the interface (with a minimum detectable change of 0.01º, being the error 

magnitude), so the orientation map is represented in a narrow range of 26.7o - 27.0o (Figure 2c), 

with a complementary misorientation map (Figure 2d) obtained by comparing the orientation 

matrix of each adjacent pair of scanning pixels, following the method introduced elsewhere [62]. 

This uncovers the fine orientation differences that represent possible plastic deformation and 

defect formation.  

The peak width is defined as the average full width at half maximum (FWHM), in the 

unit of degrees, of all indexed reflections in each Laue diffraction pattern. The peak width 

increases and becomes significantly broadened in the region close to the metal/oxide interface 

within the steel, concurrent with a decrease in observed peak intensity. The average peak width 

evolution has been tracked along three lines parallel to the longer edge of XRD scan spot, i.e. 

varying the X-coordinate (red, black and yellow lines in Figure 3a) and plotted in Figure 3b. 

These line scans reveal a monotonic, uniform broadening (peak width increase).  

In order to reveal the mechanism that produces peak broadening, quantitative peak shape 

analysis is performed on the �01�3� peak, which was chosen because it was the most intense peak 
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observed. Peak width has been measured by fitting the intensity with Lorentzian distribution 

function, so that the width was determined with a precision of ~ 0.1 pixels. The FWHM of the 

peak in chosen spots increases as we go from the bulk towards the steel-oxide interface (Figures 

3c-e). There is a slight change in crystal orientation detected near the interface (crystal 

misorientation) that comes after the onset of increase in peak width as we move from the deep 

towards the proximal bulk zone. This indicates a subgrains generation in a tiny zone of 

orientation changes, narrower than the zone of plastic deformation (peak broadening). The 

anisotropic broadening indicates the existence of plastic deformation achieved by the 

geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), i.e. the dislocations exceeding in one sign (also 

called unpaired or polar dislocations) which occur due to the non-uniform plastic deformation 

accompanied by plastic strain gradients in material [70]. For simplicity, a typical �01�3� peak has 

been chosen and analyzed from the three co-linear spots (along the same line, parallel to the X-

coordinate: see red dots b - d on Figure 4a) and distanced 35 µm, 15 µm and 7 µm respectively 

(on the X-axis) from the oxide interface. The diffraction peak evolution has been monitored and 

peak shape (dimensions) in the X-Y plane/projection has been analyzed (Figure 4, b - d).  While 

moving from alloy bulk towards the steel-oxide interface (along X-axis), there is a peak 

streaking in more than one direction detected, which indicates the activation of more than one 

dislocation slip systems. The tiny sharp peaks next to the main peak (circled, to the right, on 

Figure 4d) appear with every Fe peak in the selected pattern, indicating the appearance of a well-

crystallized subgrain with slight rotation from the original matrix. However, it is not present in 

every pattern along the boundary zone. This suggests that the boundary is inhomogeneous, which 

indicates an intermittent protrusion of oxide phase into the bulk (in a form of internal oxidation). 
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Diffraction peak broadening is correlated to the defect density in a specimen according to 

Barabash et al. [63] and Maaβ et al. [64]. Streaking of Laue diffraction peaks can be linked to the 

density of GNDs. For the crystal lattice parameter of BCC iron a = (2.866 ± 0.001) Å, the 

Burgers vector is � =
	



∙ 〈111〉 = � ∙ √�



≈ 2.4825�9� Å  , and the error is obtained as Δb = 

Δa·(b/a). Dislocation density (ρD) is calculated from the Cahn-Nye relation [65] as ρD = 1/(R·b). 

Here, 1/R is obtained as the lattice misorientation (in radians) per size of the scanned surface 

element (which is 1 μm, same in both X and Y directions), i.e. as the angular difference in crystal 

orientation between the two neighboring scanned surface elements, having the unit of rad/μm. 

Therefore, the dislocation density map is obtained from the orientation map. The error 

(uncertainty) of 1/R values corresponds to the misorientation gradient that is 0.01o/μm. The 

maximum GND density reaches the values of ~ 2 × 109 cm-2 (Figure 5). The dislocation density 

is significantly higher (at least 10 times) at some spots in the proximity of steel-oxide interface 

(≤ 10 μm depth from the interface), compared to the values in the deep bulk zone, and stays in a 

good correlation with the peak broadening zone (Figure 3a). 

The strain tensor has been calculated using the formalism described in [66]. The principal 

strain direction is calculated as the eigenvector of the deviatoric strain tensor, i.e. the three 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues associated with the second order deviatoric strain tensor have been 

calculated [67]. The magnitude of the eigenvector is the corresponding eigenvalue (where the 

magnitudes of the eigenvectors are unified). Maximal and minimal magnitude vectors are plotted 

as the direction arrays of maximum and minimum compression in Figure 6 a-b, based on [68-

69]. Because of the nature of deviatoric strain, the minimum of three eigenvalues is negative, 

while the maximum is positive, indicating compression and tension, respectively.  
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4. Discussion 

In order to determine the reason behind the observed peak broadening, the diffraction 

patterns along one transect on the map (Figure 4a) have been analyzed in greater depth. In this 

region, peak broadening of the (01�3) peak derives from striking of the peak (Figure 4 b - d). 

Along this transect, only one dislocation direction is seen in the deep bulk. The increase in strain 

coincides with onset of a second activated dislocation system, indicated by the beginning of 

second peak streaking directions (Figure 4c). A third dislocation direction appears in the zone of 

large strain and maximum peak broadening, with side peaks arising, which indicates subgrain 

formation (Figure 4d). A plateau, shown in Figure 3b, is achieved once additional slip systems 

are activated, and after this system comes to saturation, the further dislocation increase leads to 

further broadening (i.e. peak width increase). For instance, at least 3 subgrains with similar but 

distinct orientations were indexed within one of the measurement spots located in the near-

surface bulk zone. The misorientation between the two neighboring grains has been found to be 

about 21.6o, with the rotation axis roughly along the [011] axis of the first one of them. The 

orientation of the third one is found to be even closer to the orientation of the first one (with a 

tiny misorientation of only 1.1o between them), while the rotation axis is along the [101� ] 

direction of the first one. The first and third grain come from the same initial grain (the third one 

being a subgrain of the first one, with almost identical orientation), while the second one is an 

entirely newly-formed grain. A change in crystal orientation (Figure 2c) arises there where the 

subgrain occurs, and coincides with the end of peak width plateau, i.e. the onset of further peak 

broadening (Figure 3 a-b). This may be achieved when the dislocation density limit (maximum) 

is reached in one slip system and an additional slip system is activated, as indicated by additional 

peak striking observed in Figure 4 c-d. Peak broadening is caused by plastic deformation that 
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subsequently induces subgrain formation near the surface. The appearance of subgrains with 

orientations that do not match the bulk steel may be interpreted as parts of the bulk 

transformation due to interpenetration of the oxide and bulk steel layers. This means that the 

near-interface bulk area is not entirely a single crystal.  

In order to exclude the possible contribution of polishing to plastic deformation, an 

additional μXRD scan was performed on a second sample of the same material, polished but not 

treated in LBE. After polishing, but before annealing, the sample consists of smaller-size grains. 

μXRD scanning showed there is no significant contribution from polishing: even if there was any 

strain induced by polishing, the annealing effect in the beginning of exposure to LBE eliminates 

that strain. Besides that, maximum peak width values are only 1/3 of maximum values after 

exposure to 800 oC LBE, even if there were no reduction due to the annealing (Figures 7 a-b). 

The experimental data suggest a significant plastic strain in the ALK sample to about a 

10-15 µm depth from the interface with the oxide layer, which implies a substantial source of

deformation other than the expected effects occurring due to oxidation at the ALK/LBE initial 

interface. We considered two possible hypotheses that may explain these findings. One 

hypothesis is based on the internal oxidation within the metal, in the region near the oxide/metal 

interface. Internal oxidation is observed in bcc-Fe alloys containing Al and Cr [44], and so Al 

and Cr would be the candidates for oxidation, with Al → Al2O3 being the thermodynamically 

most favorable phase. We calculated the amount of strain that could be produced by oxidation of 

the available Al, and estimated the depth to which such oxidation could occur based on diffusion 

from the interface. The partial molar volumes of Al and Cr in ALK were computed using the 

Thermo-Calc TCFE7 database [27]. We assumed a Fe-Cr-Al composition of 83 : 13 : 4 wt%, 
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kept at 800 °C for 360 hours. The grain size was assumed to be large enough that only bulk 

diffusion of oxygen was relevant, i.e., neglecting grain boundary diffusion. Oxygen at the initial 

ALK/LBE interface was assumed to be in local equilibrium with LBE, which contained 5 × 10-6 

wt% O based on our oxygen sensor reading. Another issue with this assumptions is that if a 

passivating alumina layer formed, the oxygen at the interface would no longer be expected to be 

in equilibrium with the LBE. Bulk diffusion of O was based on data for pure Fe, and at 800°C it 

was taken to be DO = 3.2 ×10-8 m2/s [44]. The rate of the oxidation reaction was assumed to be 

fast enough that diffusion of O was the limiting factor. Diffusion of Al was ignored since the 

diffusion rate of Al in Fe is much slower than that of O in Fe. Volumes and thermal expansion 

coefficients of Al2O3 [9] and Cr2O3 [10] were taken from literature data. If all of the locally 

available Al were oxidized, we found that the volume increase of the ALK would be 4.5%. The 

equivalent linear strain would be 1.5%, already quite large. Cr is more abundant in ALK, and has 

a somewhat larger volume increase on oxidation. If all the locally available Cr were oxidized the 

volume increase of the sample would be ~ 20%. Clearly, internal oxidation could lead to 

substantial plastic strain. 

We calculated the potential depth of oxidation, assuming complete oxidation of Al only, 

and that at each point in time, all Al to a depth x (t) is oxidized, while none of the Al beyond is. 

We assumed the O concentration profile to be linear, equal to the fixed value at the interface, and 

zero at x (t). We accounted only for the oxygen transport required to oxidize the Al. The oxygen 

transport to maintain the linear concentration profile is much smaller, and was ignored. Setting 

the infinitesimal amount of O required to oxidize Al over a depth dx and area A with the amount 

transported over a time period dt gives an integral equation for x(t),  
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Solving this gives the result: 

.
3
4

0

O
02 Dt

c

c
x

Al
=       (4.3) 

Here D is the diffusion coefficient for O, ��
� is the atomic fraction of oxygen in the ALK at the 

interface, ��
��  is the atomic fraction of Al in the ALK (before oxidation), ρO

0
O
* cc = is the O 

atoms per unit volume in ALK at the interface, ρAl
0

Al
* cc = is the Al atoms per unit volume, and 

ρ is the total atoms per unit volume of ALK. Substituting in the assumed values, at t = 360 h, x 

= 39 µm. This suggests that internal oxidation is a plausible candidate for the source of plastic 

strain that reaches 10-15 µm deep into the ALK. Al-oxide growth/formation may cause the 

striking and splitting of the grain structure in the near-surface bulk zone, by a plate (wall) 

formation, might be illustrated as ‘driving a wedge into wood’. 

The other hypothesis is that strain is induced by the temperature change (cooling) at the 

end of the static corrosion tests in LBE. The strain was calculated for ALK in LBE at 800oC, 

supposing that the only oxides on the steel surface are Al2O3 and Fe3O4 (as the most dominant 

oxide species determined elsewhere [19]). The thermal expansion coefficient is temperature-

dependent and for the three materials taken into account here (alumina, magnetite, and ALK 

steel) it is represented by a sigmoidal function [10] as a function of temperature. The strain in 

each material in the defined temperature range is given by: 

� =  !�"�#"
	�$�%


&'%
        (4.4) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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where α(T) is the linear thermal expansion coefficient. The integral has been solved 

geometrically, as the calculated surface below the sigmoidal function. The calculated strain 

values for Al2O3, Fe3O4 and ALK steel in the defined temperature range (250C - 8000C) are: 

���
�� = 775 ∙ 8.4 ∙ 10)* = 0.65 %  (4.5) 

��-% = 775 ∙ 14.2 ∙ 10)* = 1.1 %  (4.6) 

�./��0 = 775 ∙ 16.4 ∙ 10)* = 1.3 %  (4.7) 

We get a rough assessment of the resulting strain on/near the bulk-oxide interface as a 

consequence of thermal expansion: If Fe3O4 is the only oxide in the scale atop the steel 

surface, �./1�2
> ��-%, and hence the resulting strain is: 

�./1�2
− ��-% = 2.2 ∙ 775 ∙ 10)* = 0.17 %            (4.8)

However, if Al2O3 is the only oxide in the scale, we have ���5�1
< ��-%, so the resulting strain is: 

���5�1
− ��-% = −5.8 ∙ 775 ∙ 10)* = - 0.45 %   (4.9)

A positive value means that there is a tension in the oxide and compression in the bulk, and vice 

versa. Evidently, the contribution from the thermal expansion mismatch is not negligible, but the 

values are far below our measurements and the computed values when using the internal 

oxidation assumption. However, in all likelihood the strain found may be a combination of both 

internal oxidation and thermal expansion. In case of mixed oxide, or multi-layer scale (as it is the 

real case, at least in this study), the contribution of resulting strains, 7 = ��./1�2
− ��-%� and 

 8 = ����5�1
− ��-%� has to be weighted (keeping in mind the different signs of the values in Eq. 

4.8 and 4.9) to calculate the total resulting strain, εtot.:  

εtot. = xA + (1-x)B 
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where x is an assessed percentage of magnetite in scale, based on EDS analysis results. 

5. Conclusions 

1) Plastic deformation (dislocations induced) and sub-grain formation in the near-interface bulk 

zone were observed. 

2) Dislocation density calculated from crystal mis-orientation correlates well with peak width 

and strain distribution, indicating that strain in the lattice mainly comes from plastic deformation  

3) Grain refinement (rotation/tilting) of the bulk crystal structure (lattice) causes changing in 

crystal orientation in the near-interface region, and could be caused by internal oxidation, which 

subsequently induces strain due to the oxide and bulk crystal lattices misfit 

4) We considered two possible origins of the strain induced in the bulk: one is the internal 

oxidation of aluminum through the diffusion of oxygen from LBE into bulk, while the other one 

is the thermal expansion mismatch between the oxide and the bulk. According to the results 

presented here, it is plausible that internal oxidation is the more dominant mechanism of strain 

induction. 
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Figure 1. (a) Laue-XRD analyzed spot (100 x 50 µm2 rectangle) covering near-interface steel 

bulk, oxide layer grown on steel, and LBE residues over the oxide, as seen in perspective. The 

black box represents the XRD-scanned area; (b) SEM cross-section image of the oxide layers 

grown on ALK steel sample in exposure to Pb-Bi eutectic (LBE) at 800 oC; (c) EDS line scan of 

the oxide layers grown on tested ALK steel sample.   
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Figure 2. (a) Recorded-intensity map (average intensity of the diffraction peaks); (b) Filtered-

intensity map displaying spots with more than 6 peaks identifying BCC steel; (c) bulk crystal 

orientation map of [001] direction in a narrow angle range (26.7o-27.0o); (d) lattice mis-

orientation map, obtained as the difference (subtraction) between the values of the neighboring 

pixels in image (c): two “belts” of a sudden drop/jump in orientation changes are visible near 

the bulk/oxide interface, indicating the formation of the sub-grains in that region. 
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Figure 3. (a) Average peak width distribution of the scanned area; (b) Average peak width 

evolution along the patterns (three lines parallel to the X-axis on Figure 3a); (c-e) Broadening 

of the �01�3� Laue peak width in three arbitrarily chosen spots corresponding to the yellow dots 

on Figure 3a: plotted in 2D projection along the most broadened direction (top), and in 

topographic projections (bottom). Peak width measured by fitting the intensity with Lorentzian 

distribution function.  
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Figure 4. (a) Average peak width distribution, and (b-d) Streaking of the �01�3� peak in more 

than one direction, as moving along the direction parallel to the X-axis, from the deep bulk 

towards the steel-oxide interface (corresponding to the spots b - d, respectively, labeled on fig. 

4a). (b) Only one dislocation direction in deep bulk. (c) Increase of strain coincides with second 

dislocation direction and the beginning of peak broadening. (d) Large strain and peak width, 

with three directions of dislocation. Side peaks forming (circled spot on fig. 4d) indicate a new 

grain formation. 

 

 

Figure 5. Dislocation density map of the XRD-scanned area. 

 

(b) (c) (d) 
(a) 
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Figure 6. (a) Compressive principal strain and (b) tensile principal strain in bulk (next to the 

oxide scale). Projections of the principal strain axes on the X-Y plane are denoted by arrows in 

every third pixel. A zone in the bulk next to the steel-oxide interface suffers compression (due to 

both thermal expansion mismatch and internal oxidation), while below that zone there is a 

compensatory (reactive/consequent) tension maximum (green rectangle in Figure 6b). 

(a) (b)  

Figure 7. (a) In-plane orientation map in X-direction and (b) peak width distribution map of an 

ALK sample polished only but without treatment in LBE. 
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

 

Compressive (top) and tensile (bottom) principal strain distribution in the μXRD-analyzed 

ferritic Fe-Cr-Al alloy material, in the bulk next to the alloy/oxide interface (arrows denote 

projections of the principal strain axes on X-Y plane). 
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